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LIFE

Ines T. S. Pannell was born in Chicago, Illinois,
~ebruary

2, 1923.

She was graduated trom Englewood High School, Chicago,
IllInois, February, 1940.

The rlrat two years or undergraduate

study were completed at Woodrow Wilson. Junior Oollege, Febr-uary,
1942.

Early in 1943 the writer began work with the U. S. Treasur,

Department and later In the same year entered Loyola University
evening school to complete undergraduate studies.

The degree ot

Bachelor ot PhIlosophy waa eonterred in February 1946.
The writer matriculated into Loyola Universlty, School
of Soelal Work in 1946.

Atter completing the first field work

placement she secured employment with the Cook County Welfare
Department.

WIth the exception of an eight month period in which

the second field work placement was completed, she remained with
that agency until December 1951, at which time she resigned to
move to New York.
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CHAPTER I
INTHODUCTION

Ten years have elapsed since the beginning of the A.DC
program in Illinois.

There remain known to the Cook County De-

partment of Welfare approximately 1700 ADC cases that began receiving assistance in the early days of the program or prior to
June 1, 1942 and are still active with the agency_

The writer

has attempted a study of the social history and characteristics
of a ten per cent sample of these cases.
It is felt that from such a study a picture of a representative segment at long term ADC cases can be secured.

In view

of often repeated questions, are we creating dependencY', are we
fosterins unmarried parenthood, and numerous others, 1t is felt
such a picture is important.

The writer's premise was that the

characteristics studied would tall into the same symmetrical distribution, the same peaked grouping tendency as always occurs 1n
frequency distributions.

This common tendency as evidenced in

the cases studied would indicate the most important factors that
have necessitated long-term economic dependency.
Descriptively the characteristics studied will point up
the baSiC, sometimes obvious and often unalterable reasons for
7

~------------,
8

thiS extended dependency.

An indication of the effect of long

term dependency on family interrelationships is shown in the will
ingness of family members to aSSist, in the members' attempts to
become salf-supporting, and often in the grantee's attitude toward empl.oyment.
The study is similar to one made on a nationwide scale
by the University of North Carolina beginning August 1950.

The

North Carolina study was made for the American Welfare Association with the Bureau of Public Assistance of the Federal Seeuri ty
Agency cooperating 1n the planning.

That nationwIde study dif-

fered markedly in that the eases involved were long term eases
closed in October or November 1950 and also in that a special interview with the grantee or homemaker was essential tor the satis
factory oompletion of the schedule.

The nationwide study aimed

at secur1ng a description of families having received ADO and
evaluating what had happened to children in the families.
Some of the characteristics in the writer's study have
also been part of periodic reviews made by the agency in redeterminine e1iglbility for ADO.

...
CHAPTER II
METHOD AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
The case records afforded the statistical as well as
the social and psychological ,data presented.
I

The cases were se-

•

I

lected from the ADC payroll
which

a~proval

~or

Cook County tor the month 1n

ot the study was secured, July 1951.
!

The early

cases were referred from Mothers' PenSion, Mothers' Pension Waiting List, General Relief or the public at large.
were numbered under 20,000.

These cases

The July 1951 payroll was reviewed

and from the case numbers under 20,000 were selected those ending
in 04, 17, 18, 32, 47, 60, 61, 64, 75,

This "purposive ff sample

was manipulated by the supervisor of statistics of the agency
from which the cases were drawn so as to obtain a representatIve
cross section of the 1,700 oases.
study sample.

Thereby 182 cases composed the

Of these only one was not available, having been

sent for reading to the Chicago Welfare Department, Application
Dlvision.

The case was cancelled in November 1951 because the

remaining eligible chIld had reached the maximum age of eighteen.
The tables in the study, therefore, w1ll include only the 181
cases on which schedules were completed.
A uniform schedule was created, a copy of which is con9

10

tained in the appendix.

The schedule included information on the

grantee, the dependent children currently in the award, children
who had been dependent and were previously included but were now
deleted, and where the information was available, children related to the grantee but never included in the award.
The characteristics studied were as tolloWBI race of
the ,erantee; the birthdate. !.!!., highest school grade comeleted,
£!latlonshlR to the grantee, for the grantee, and the three above
mentioned groups ot children.

Where, 1n the current grant, the

dependent child was 1ncluded subsequent to the date of the original award, the month and lear he was added to the arant was noted
The hishest school srade completed for children deleted lndicates
the grade attained at time of deletion.
The next characteristic was the reason for deprivation
of eRrent.l care and/or support for each child 1n the grant and
for those deleted.

This characterlstic was not noted for the

children who were not included in the grant since those chlldren,
though closelY related to the grantee, were statutorily not dependent children.
A coding system was used to designate the latter item
as it related to each child.

If, as related to the father, the

child were dependent because of his death the coding was 00; if
dependent beaause of physical incapaCity of the father, 11; or
mental 1ncapacity 12, if dependent because the father was not

11
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married to the mother, 21.

Where desertion of the father was the

reason for lack of support from him the coding used was 31; where
divorce or leeal separation, 41; where armed service, 51; where
incarceration, 61.

A coding of 71 was used in an "other" cate-

gory.
A code was also given 'each child to designate the reason why the grantee, usually the mother,
support.

"'HI

unable to assume

If the remale grantee were physically incapacitated,

the child was coded, 81; if mentally incapacitated, 82; if needed
in the home, 91; if financially unable to support, XI.
Physical incapacity was fUrther subdivided for the sake
of clarity.

An official agency PI ease Is one on which there has

been an examination by a panel physician or clinic stafr and a
report of physical capacity and employability secured.

From this

report the agency medical department determines if the recipient
is totally or partially incapaCitated, permanently or temporarily
incapacitated, or not incapacitated.

The same procedure is fol-

lowed for determination of mental incapaCity.

The study provided

numerous instances, however, in which the coding physical incapacity was used though the case was not an official PI.

In such

cases the grantee was 1n regular olinic attendance for an ailmentj
was obviously inoapacitated because of swelling, pregnancy, severe visible illness, or repeatedly expressed her belief, substantiated by continual and chronic complaints, that she was physi-

,.--

------------------------~----------------------~
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cally unable to accept work.

In the same thinking the coding of

mental incapacity was used 1n cases of severe or rather severe
psychiatric or emotional disturbances as well as in a rew instances of hospitalization of the parent in a mental institution.
The needed in the home breakdown was used in instances
where the grantee had no other eare avaIlable for pre-school age
children, children who were ill elther physically or emotionally,
retarded children who because of the retardation needed close
supervision, or children showing current or past delinquency tend
encias.
By financIallz unable to support was meant the parent
or grantee who was employable but unemployed because work was not
available.

This coding encompassed those whose employability was

limited either because of some limitat10n on their physical condition or their age, those with llttle or no sk1ll or work background, and children who because of youth and lack of skill found
difficulty in securing employment.
The remaining characteristics do not apply to the children 1n the grant.

EmRlozment and inoome wsa appl1cable to the

grantee, whereas emElozment, social status and part1oiEation in
tamily sURPort was applicable to children deleted and children
never 1n the grant.

Employment was subdivided into emplotabll1tI

and emplolment history_

Under emplolabilitI the individual was

coded employable and working, employable but not work1ng because

~-----------------------------.
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she was needed in the home or because no work was avallable, or
not employable due to physical or mental incapacity.

E.'mplornent

historz was coded, n2n! If there had been no history of employment either before or since ADO.

In coding the kind of emEloI-

m8nt historI the same subdivisions were used--professional, industrial, service, other unskilled':'-as b1 the state employment service.

~~tent

was used to indicate full or part-time employment.

In an attempt to learn the possible effect of long term
dependency on some factors in the social adjustment of children
from ADC families an item social status was included in the sched
ule.

This item indicated if the deleted chlld or child never in

the grant was married, and/or employed, or himself receiving publie assistance.
To Secure information regarding the attitude of the
ineligible children

contributing to the family's support

to.~rd

or asslsting the family in becoming self-supporting, an Item regardlng EarticiEation in famllI support was included.

Since the

extent of participation was not considered important in view of
the agencyts fixed policy

or

budgeting total income of all em-

ployed members 1n the home whether eligible or ineligible, it was
simply noted if the child were contributing or not.
Note was made of income from earnings of eligible members, others in the home, others out of the home or income from
public or private benefits.

~--------------------~~--~
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On each case the source of the orisinal referl"al to
ADC and the earliest date known to the prior agency was included
in order to secure as full a picture as possible of the family's
history of economic dependency.
The date of orisinal application, major ,crists when

.

assistance was sranted, the reason for the last cancellation, the
date and reason for the last resumption and the

n~lber

of

canc~l

lations indicated both the major cpisls or crises precipitating
application and whether assistance had been continuous or intermittent.
From the kind and number of' contacts it was thought
some indication would be secured of the extent of service given
these particular cases.
Narrative information regarding factors in the social
ad.1ustment of the family, the attitude of the srantee toward .!!!!alolment and the family's contact with other agencies was included on the schedule for each case.

It was thought such informa-

tion would indicate the family's and the agency's utIlization of
community resources as well as recognition by the caseworkers of
problem.s that could best be treated by another agency or were
within the function of another agency.
The case records provided the bulk of the data presentee
in the study.

liowever, information on the historical development

of the program, casawork philosophy and teohnique as it relatee

~----------------------------------I
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specifically to services in the public assistance setting was
secured from several books and available periodical material.

CHt.P1'ER III

HISTORICAL !JATA
Of The Program
The underlying phl10sdphy of the ADO program was clearly civen in a statement of the purpose

of

the program made by the

Social Security Board in 1944, forwarded to the Illinois Public
Aid Commission, and subsequently given to each professional staff
member who dealt with the ADC program.
Ald to dependent children Is an essential part of a
broad soclal plan of public services including education,
health, welfare, and the soclal insurances that the nation
is progressively developing to assure its children opportunity to grow up in a setting of their own farn!ly relationships, hav'e the economic support and services they need for
health and development, receive an education that will help
them to rea11ze their capacities, share in the life of the
neighborhood and cOItmunity.
To live in the family to wh10h he belongs 1s the founda
ti on of a child t s securi ty. The public has eL."1 interest and
an ob11gation in sustaining the contributlons which parents
and llnmediate family !take to the dGvelopr~ent of a child.
Financial inability to n:eet a childts needs, therefore,
should not be allowed to force a parent to surrender responsibility for bringing up the child. The assumption underlying the aid to dependent childt'en program is that when a
fa'.11'1 circle is broken or incomplete, or the parents handicapped by phYSical or rrental disability, the :l1leasure most
conducive to the childts welfare Is to strengthen the home
a[alnst the financial impact of these lacks or losses and to
give his parent, or other relative, a chanee to gain or re16
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establish control over their affairs. 1
Tha realIzation of t!lat aim had not yet been fully
achieved and the cur'rent attainment wa.s slow and arduous.

In 191

Illinois was the first state to inaugurate a mother's aid plan.
At that tiule the major opposltion to the plan was fear of' further
pauperizing dependent children r>y removing responsibility for
their- care from public to private auspices.

With the introduc-

tion of the Juvenile Court it was thought services could adequate
1y be given by that agency.
One of the basic features of the Mother's Pension progranl was that it created a new category of dependent children,
children in their own homes but deprived of supoort because of
the absence of one parent and/or the parent's inability to assume
financial responsibility.
In 1929 J state grants in aid to counties were T"ade for
the mother' 8 pension proeram.

Despite this, howe·ver, from the

report of the Committee on Child Welftu"e Legislation in Febl"uary
1931 the mother's pension law was still considered unduly restrlc
tive.

Stepmothers, mothers who were not citizens of the United

states but resided with their children in the community, motners
whose husbands died or abandoned them outside the state, and

1 Soclal Seeurlty Board, Purpose of Aid to D~Eendent
Children, Foreward to Statements Interpreting Eligibility ProvIsIons in Title IV, U. S. Government Printing Press, November
1944.

18

pnothers who had. not livod 1n tho county for three years 'Nera
still ineligiblo.

The t.ssictr{nco EI'(;int was still limited., the

pro;:::ram permissive rather tha.n mandatol'Y so that in the poorer
COl!!llmnl ties riher'9

there ex! stec. a higher

the problem was yet

unmet~

X'8te

of needy f'a.ml1ies,.

This committee recOlmnended that the

.

allowance bear some relation to the needs in the particular
state, thqt the administration of the program continue to be

handled locally but that the state furnish stand.ards of service
and definitions to local offIcers.

a

When in 1935 the federal government passed the Social
Security Act, the next step forward was taken.

Federal grant.-

in-aid were made to states for aid to dependent children.

The

conditions for approval of each state plan were as follows:

it.

must be state-wide in operation and mandatorr; the state must participate financially; there must be centralization and efficient
administration or supervision b7 a single state s5ency; there
must be an opportunity for fair hearing to persons whose claim
fOl" assistance is denied; th.ere must be rnalntenance of personnel

standards on a merit basis; there must be provision for submiesion of periodic reports to the Social Security Board; there must
be consideration of' income and resources in the child'ts cla1m for

2 Report ot Committee on Child Welfare Lesislat1on.
state of IllInois, February 3, 1931, 3-4.

~--------------~------------I
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aid to dependent children; and thEn-'e must be provlsion for safeguards of confidentiality of case records.

3

It was not until 1941 that Illinois began participating
in the federal-state ADC progra.m.

That same year the administra-

tion of the program was assigned to the Department of Publie welfare. beca.use of the apparent permanence of the progran; a.nd in

compliance with the Soclal Security Board provision for centralization and efficient administration.

In the early state law,

because of limited state funds, ceilings were said to be necessary to make the program operative.

Too, the interpretation of

the dependent child was at first limited to those on mother's
penslon, those on general relief, and then .9.11 other needy children, also aimed at financially easine the program into existence
In 1946 the ceilings were removed and need became the basis of
determining amount of grant. 5

And so, basically, remains the

current ADC program.
Of The Cases In The study
The familiee studied had been receiving ADC

s~nce

the

3 Federal Security Agency, Social Security Board, Com~ilations of the Social Security Laws, WashIngton, D. C., 194~

6.

4 Re~ort of Committee on Child Welfare LeGislation,
State of Illino 8, February 3, 1931, 4.
S Illinois Public AId Commission, Laws of Illinois Helatins to Public Aid, 1945-1947, Springfield, Illlnol8, 194',".

~
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beginning of the Illinois proEram and were active in July 1951,
tho tlonth in which approval of the study was secured.

Jlow6ver,
t~

economic dependency with a. fe'll exceptions hHd preceded ADO
contact.

Table I indicates the source of the or'ieinal reft3rra1

to ADO and the earliest date the family had been known to the
referring agency.
With the exception of two cases the eene:r-al relief
agency was the Chicago Helief Administration.

One family however

had been referred by the Bloom ';:ownship Relief office and another
by the Evanston Township Relief offica.

One of the four families referred from the Mother's
Pension role, prior to receiving Mother's Pension in 1940 had
received assistance from the Chicago Relief Administration since
1934.

The family receiving Mother's Pension In 1941 had p:rte-

vious1y been known to CRA since 1932.

The family on the Mother'.

Pension Waiting List as of .May 1941 had been known to eRA since
1939.

Of the ADO grantees twenty one had rt7ceiuad eRA 9ssistance with their husbands, that is husbands had applied and siened
affidavits requesting assistance for themselves and wives or for
themselves, wives and children.

Six ADO

ent children been included 1n the eRA

parents.

gr~ntees

aU!l8~.st'8.nce

had as dependbudGet of their

21
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BounCE A~ED DA'l'l: OF OHIO!NAL REFEHRAL3
IN 181 LO!TO TE.£Ul ADa CASES

_
. .
- -. - - --,
.... ..

Date

.... ;

-_._

. .,

:

:

t

. =:

:

!

:

s: :;;

;

j i

:=

: :

..

Penalon

-

s Pension
halt1ng L1at

h~iotherl

1 ')30

,

.,
2

11

1932

14

1933

11

1 934

14

1 935

11

1 936

as
1

22

1 93g

16

"

'~r,.

TotU

-

.,

..

'. ..

1

6

,

. -

30

1 938

1 941

:::

:i

Gonoral He11e!

1 031

1 940

:

.
-

1 937

:

SO'lU'ce

It;othfU·" s

-

t j:'::::

_
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1

3

..,---......

.

~.

1

174

I

,

~----------------------------~
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...
l1elated to the hlstor'Y or lene:;th of economic dopi.lficeucy
ls t,he hreakdown of tho major er'laos Vitam ADC was
it wa.s noted
sl.hle

fOl~

thf~t

wha.t wan consl.dol'O<.:' tht)

ti~aj or

the <."ependency of the i'altily !It the

y{'l.;:\ fl:r.st llutho!"lz(td often

"HHl

not the

fHU'iie

r:r~ntfX1.

Hel·.

crisia responwhen the vrant

t!.t.16

for all

01'" tmy

of

the children included in the crl.mt at tluJ tIme the study was

made.

Ta.ble II indicates those codlngs listed on the app:acatlon

and case el1.r;lhillty proof eh(;H:1ta l'or th6 131 casvs utucled.
shown in the table nlnety ... tour.t

01'

Ae

fo,:·ty ... rour ptn'cnnt of the

total number of cases studied wero 1n r.eed because of the un-

narried status of the lflother.
nUt'iber of

CHSEtS

The total 1& more than the tota.l

studied eince two

VEUl.SOT1S velts

responsible for the family's dependency.

vi'tan listed as

The agency' s

intel~est

was in the primary cause of dependency of the ohildren.

This

lefl1t'ther olarified below.
Thirty-three oases had roceived double
twenty ...tour, some ohildron 'Vlere dependEmt because
parenthood, while other chIldren in thb

aOl/l&

ent because of deS61't1.on by the legal fa.thor.
313118n oascs the major

crltH'H:!

codlc~..

In

ot unmarried

fa4't.l11es warle

d6p~nd

Slmllnx"ly, 1n

werE) rec()r<'ied as i.lru:lar'rled and dQath

of' father; tn one case, urunurr1sd and. dl VOl'O$ of tather, and 1n

or

the 8even cases 1n wh10h the mother of the dependant

children wns out of the home

~1t

the beginning of ADC contact It

...
• a an unma.:vrled

mothfU,. who was

imprisoned. two unmarried IIOthett.

ere dead, and one h.ad de.erted.

In one caso the mothel"

WIlS

dead

nd the father deserted. 1n one both mother and ratber ware dead
nd 1n one both mother and father d••erted.
'tA~E

II

. .lOR cnISES WIlD ASSISTANCE WAS AUTHORIZED

I1t 181 LOB!} 'fEb ADO OASES

Ilavll\g studied the hi.to1'7 ot depeDdeno7 and the -lOll'

cr1818 by which it

evolved.

.a. precipitated,

var10us other Quest1on.

How long was it and what skills were necessary

b.to~.

those famIlies ..ere able to a••ume tinancial autonomy or to what
degree was the or1a18 so debi11tating that the strengthening

24

...
rocest) would require" many yea.:."'s?
The first

qu~stion

was not wholly in the realm of the

resent study since a revlew of those case.:! known to the agency
in 1941 and cancelled prior to the study would best supply the
answer.

Thol"o were. howevar'jI attempts made to become self-

sUP90rtlng.

Some were abortive~ others were successful as ev-

idenced in Tables III. IV.

~nd

V.

TABLE III
CON-rnroI'I'Y OF 18l LONG TERM

ADC CASES

No.
of Cancellat10ns
,

or

lic.

Cases

One. • • . • • • • • . • • • . .56
Two. . .. • .. • • . .. • • • • • 8
Three. • •
.. .. • • .. • • • • 1
Continuous. • . • • • ..
.. .. .116

.

.

11

..

In eight of the resumpt10ns there were listed double
reasons for again authoriz1ng the award, and in one case the
award had been cancelled because of inability to establish contin
ued eligibility.

Of th&se three the first was resUl'!')sd because

of desertion and insufficient income; the seoond becauae of
divorce and insufficient income and the third, beOaU3'iJ of dlvoroe

unmarried status., Two had been cancelled because
alent 1ncome.

or

or

the two. the first was resumed because

sutti-

or

de-

sertion and insufficient income. the aecond because or desertion
and unmarried status. !WO had been cancelled due to the rerrlage ot the grante., and of theae the first was resumed
ecause of divoroe and 1nsut"floi'ent inoome,. the seoond beoauae
or desertion and unmarried status.

Tho eighth case had been

cancelled at the applioant t • request without further explanation

and was resumed becauae of the death ot the father and the unried statuI of the

.othe~.

TABLE IV

REASONS FOR OANOELLATIONS ADD
RBSUMPTIONS lli 181 LONO TERK
ADO CASES

OIl

OIl

aa ••
De ••rtlon

18

Unable to EatabUah Cont.lnued
EliSibll1t7
Remarried

11

Buaband Returned

&

Ohild out ot Bome
Available tor
EmplO'J'1Hnt
.A.pplicant t a Heque.

2

S

Unurrled
IllOapaclt,.
Divorce
IncaroeratIon

S

Death

1

!Cui. . Age

1

Cb1ld Return
to the 1I000e

1

5

&
4

S
2
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In evaluating the material shown 1n Tables II and IV
basic casework principles and sociological truths were kept in
mind.

Because public assistance reaohes such a large number of

families, policies of treatment in deal1ng with their needs have
widespread social consequences.

6

The public assistance agenoy

has always admitted as an important responsibility the helping of
recipients to return to self-dependenoy through employment.

The

obligation is twofold: eoonomic and psychological desirability
for the individual and community and the administrator's obligation to provide maintenanoe only for those persons who are actually unable to provide for themselves.
difficult one not only because

~;,any

The responsibility is a

of the public welfare workers

are limited in technical scholastic preparation for their jobs,
but because the functions of the agency ue limited because of
legal and community restrictions.

7

It must also be remembered

that the ADC program 1s what Jane Hoey terms "resIdual," that 1s,
its place, its size and cost, will always depend upon the adequacy of other factors in the social economy: full employment,
adequate wages, and insurances.

S

How many husbands have deserted

6 Gertrude Valle, "Family Case Work and Public Assistance Policy," The Fami1z, XXI, December, 1940, 247.
7 Margaret K. Bishop, "Employables in a Public Assistance Caseload," The Family, XXVI, April, 1945, 67.
8 Jan.e M. Hoey, "Public ASSistance in 1948," Journal
of Social Casework, XXIX, April 1948, 128.
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p6cauae of lack of employment or inadequate wages?
~rs

How many moth-

would have fO'Lmd 1 t unnecessary to apply for ADO if there had

)een an adequate insurance plan for families where the father or
rage earner was dead'

In the casos studied l what would be the

probable percentase of social breakdown that could have been pre~ented

.

if adequate rather than inadequate assistance had been

~val1able
~o

:from the outset of the program?

9

These were questions

which there were as yet no answers.
The primary sources of income 1n those cases cancelled

oecause of sufficient income as indicated in Table IV, were Serv~eeman's
~he

Dependency Allotment, contributions from persons outside

home, and earnings from, the

pl~ivate

employment of the grantee

pr relatives in the home.
The eleven eases in which the reason for cancellation
was given as unable to establish continued ellgibllitl. included
cases cancelled because of inability to contact, lack of cooperation 1n determining continued el1gibility, inability to establiSh
~eehnical
~urpos.

eliglbllity. and one instance of separation for the

of rellef.
In the second half of Table IV the forty-one cases re-

sumed because of insufflcient income included the fcllowing: cases
1n which SDA had been discontinued; cases in which employment ot

9 Blackey, nOase Work Services in an ADO Program,"
The Family, XXIII, 189.
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the grantee had been discontinued beoause of her physical incapacity or her need to return to the home to give the children care;
cases in which the

though employable, had been unable to

grantee~

find work; cases 1n which the earnlnes of the stepfather in the
home were not sufficient to meet the needs of the total fa1:11ly;
or cases in which the dependent child was in the home of relative
other than the parents and the income of those relatives was not

The remaining items are

sufficient to meet the child's needs.
self-explanatory.
~able

V indicates the reasons for the discontinuance of

assistance in the eleven cases that became inactive subsequent to
the beginning of the study.

TABLE V
REASONS FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF AWARDS
IN 11 LONG TERM ADC CASES SINCE

JUNE, 1951

Reason

No. of Cases

SufficIent Income
Eligible Child Completed High School.

to

•

•

• • 4

Employment of' Orantee • • • •
Employment of Child • • • • •
Increased Earnings of
Stepfather. • • • • • • • •
Eligible Child Out of the Home •

• 3
• 1

• 1

• 1

Available for Employment • • • • • 1

J
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While the total number of persons obtaining employment
with sufficient income to remove them from the assistance rolls
s not large, considering the total number of recipients, as
~nd:tcatoo.

in Table V, "when the return of each famlly to se11"-

~ependency

is measured in terms of value to the individual and to

~!le community, the number is seen to be highly significant • • • "10

pr

the eleven cases, seven had been continuously active since 1941

~hlch

would seem to substantiate that in "some instances, initia-

tive and enthusiasm for lIving have been able'to outlast long
years of idleness.

rill

That the remaining 170 cases "after abortive

attempts to obtain work. • .or otherwise become self-supporting
nave settled down to finish out their lives in the now familiar
pattern of dependency,n12 cannot be deduced from the above tables
as will be shown in later chapters when descriptions of the families will be given.

10 Bishop, ~~~ployables in a Public Assistance Case
lLoad," 'llh. Fam111, XXVI, 69.

11

Ibid., 70.

12

itbid., '71.

CIIAP'l'EH IV
IDENTIFYING

INFOEn~TION

The desoripti ve charflcteristic8 of the members 01' the
181 families studied will be presented in this chapter.

Informa-

tion regarding the grantee and the children currently included
in the ADO award is more detailed than for the children deleted
or children never in the grant, primarily because it was available
in more datail.
Table VI shows the age distribution of the grantees in
the 181 oases in the study_

It Is significant that only twenty-

£1 ve grantees are fl.tty years or older, whereas 154 are between
tl'lenty-six and fifty years of age.

Despite this large group that

would appear to be 1n an age range for which employment is still
open, oomparison with Table VII will establish that only fortythree of the female grantees are being assisted because of financial inabil1ty to support.

Table VII also indicatea that the

primary reason children were deprived of care and/or support is
~esertion

on the part of the father and the need of the mother

to remain 1n the home to give care.
Of the four cases in Table VII in which seven children
were deprived because of the phYSical incapacity of the father,
30
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TABLE VI
AGE DISTRIBU'I'lON OF GHANTEES
IN 181 LONG TERM ADO CASES

Number of Cases
Unknown • • • • • • • • • • •
26

- 30.

31

.. 35.

36

-

41

• •

.

•

,

• • • .. • • ..

40. • • • • •

- 45.

46 - 50.

• •

•

..

.. •

.. •

•

..

• •

· ..

• • •

•

.. .. .

.. . • •
• • .. ..

• •

· ..

56 - 60. • • • • • • • • •
61 - 65. • • • • • •
OAP

• • •

.

.39
.41

• • • • • .24

· . · .. . . ·

51 - 55 ••

• .13

..

.35

• .14

• • • 7

• • • • .. • 4

. . · .. . · . .

.. • 2

Total • • • • • • • • • • • • 181
three of the awards were written in the name of the father, while
one was in ttle mother's name,
therapeutic value.

This was noted beoause of its

nWhenever the father is phYSically and men-

tally able to participate in the family plan, he should be ineluded."

1

"The principle is that the ADO program is so entrenche(

in the matriarchal pattern that the father'.

self-r~spect

is

threatened when his wife becomes head of the family on the agencyl
1 Mildred.i:.:.. Osborn, "Are the .Fathers Forgotten?
.>
, "
The Family, XXII, January, 1942, 303.

,....~---------------------------------------,
32

...
books. n2

In the one case In which the check 10. 'Written in the

nama of the mother, the father 1s an OAP recipIent of seventysix years, and 1s totally physically incapacitated.

REASONS FOR DJU~HIVf\Tr ON OF' PARElJ1l'Al. CARE
Ar;D/OH SUPPOHT OF CHILDREN

IN 181 l.ONG

Fattier

Children
Eligible Peletee

Tgm~

ADO CASES

Mother

DnmarrieC'l

236

50

Needed 1n Home

Deserted

144

72

Death

50

44

IncaItcerated

14-

Divorced

9

Incapllcity

7

Arl{:sd

Servico

Totals

460

Children

Eligible Delet«
32£

103

1"10anol.111 Unable to Supi)Ort

'7G

34

3

Physically
Incapacltated.

56

47

9

[,'entally
4,

2.

460

186

lnca~acltated

U

186

Totals

2 Blackey, "Caaework ServIces 1n a.n ADO Pl"ograzr:. ff
t:.mlly, :<X1I!, laVe

!!!!
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Because of the variance in the relationship of the
grgntee to the dependent ohildren in the cases studied the term
homemaker, though less generally used, might have been more appropriate than the
bra~dchildren

mothe~

in Table VII, for 1n eighteen cases

are included In the ADO award.

In one case the re-

lationship to the grantee is that of niece and grandnephew, and
1n another the relationship is that of grandnieee.

Though not

tabulated, the faet that eight of the total number of eligible
children were deprived of parer:tal care because of the death ot
the mother and three because of desertion by the mother, deserves
mention.
One of the aims of the ADC program is to provide a normal family setting for the dependent ehild.

It was, therefore,

interesting to note that there were three cases in addition to
those in which the father was physically incapacitated, where a
father figure was present.

In the first of these trwee cases, a

grandmother was grantee but both she and her husband received OAP
The second case was that of U1rs. S. who received ADO for two illegitimate ehildren while she, her husband,

All".

S. and their two

children were assisted by the Chicago Welfare Department.

The

two children deleted had origi.nally been ineluded ii.1 the ADC awa
during Mr.

S'.

incareeration.

The third case

rather whose earnings were not sufficIent
needs.

~.~~.

,~step<.

",

:

'"

C>vmeet: t~ :_t:~mi~'
U;·~iVt::.i...:SITY

...
Tables '/III. ttlroUish X give ad.dlttanal

i16!1ttl:)y1n<~

in-

for::'.atlon re.;sarding the marnbors of the famllles studIed.

SIZ:, OF F/i",,'.:LY IU 181
LONG 'I'LHM ADO CASi:.s
ill

...

.

-

':umber of Children

}\;' 'W:lb e r of C&8a~
In
In
Current Grant Original Grant

1

62

38

2

43

66

3

28

39

4

24

18

~'

c:'

17

8

6

3

$)

7

3

2

8

....

2

9

-

..

10

1

1

181

101

Total

The number ot' cases that consiat ot the !7,rantee and one
~lli:.ible

child Is signifioant In vie. ot tho re-emphas1s review

~onducted

1n 1947 In lrhleh specIal attention w"s given to the

~poBsl ;;;llity of el"Dployment of adults and older children, especIal-
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ly in the following types of situations: A. Adults in one-child
cases.

B.

Csses in which elifible children are over fourteen

years of age. n3

Either these were not one child cases in 1947 or

they survived the close scrutiny of the review.

The compa:roatlve

size of the families in the current assistance grants to that of
the families at the time ADC was first Buthorized would indicate
that the total number of children has decreased over the ten year
period.

Except in those cases shown in Table XI in which several

additional chIldren have been added to the grant since assistance
was first authorized in 1941,';&n1' are approaching the time when
they will be technically inelielble for further assistance.

As

shown in Table IX, six of the ellt;ible chlldren have completed
high school and twenty-nine are in third or fourth year high and
hence are nearing the time when they will be ineligible due eithel
to maximum age or the completion of high school.
In only one case was referral made to Scholarship and
Guidance Service for intensive counselin£ with a ohild exhibiting
some problem behavior.

In no case did a caseworker utilize this

service as a means of helping those children with ability to further their education..

The fact that some chose to continue school

is evidenced by the four deleted children who continued in college.

3 "ReviSions in the AId to Dependent Children Program,'
Illinois flublic Aid Commiasion, Bulletin CPV'I-560, April 15, 1947, ~ •
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Of the two chtldren with no school contact both were

uneducable: ona with an IQ of 33 and in Dixon Stnte Hos,lta1 at
the time of the study, and the other with an IQ of 47, in the
grantee mother's home against rned:i.cal advice.
TA;>LE IX
HIGHEST SCHOOL GHADE COMPU!1l'ED BY ftEHBERS

OF 181 LONG TERM ADO GASES

Grade

Unknown
None
Preschool

Number
ot:
Grantees

Number of Children
Eligible

Deleted

Never In

101

9

17

68

-

-

1

1

65

13

11

9

9

...

-

Ungraded

-

K ... 4

6

105

5

5 - 8

26

167

36

5

3

-

5

2

Graduated
9 - 10

29

70

52

8

11 - 12

12

29

31

1

Graduated

4

6

13

2

1 - 2 Col.

•

-

4

-

Totals

181

460

186

98

!
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TABLE X
AGE AND SEX OF' ELIGIBLE CHII.J)REI~
IN 181 LONG TERM ADC CASES
Sex

Age

o6

11
16

-

Boys

Girls

.

Age Distribution
In Total Load
In 1948

5

33

26

25.3

10

50

46

38.3

15

90

109

31.1

Maximum

54

52

5.3

227

233

100.0

Totals
,~

TABLE XI
DATE AND NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE CHILDREN ADDED
SINCE 1941 IN 181 LONG TERM ADC CASES

-Year

Number of Children

13
· · · • · · • • 17
· · · · · · • • • 12
· · · • · · • • 12
·· ····• ·
· · · · • • • 168
· · · · · · · 17
· · · · ·• • •· •• ·• 13
··· · ·
• • • • • 14
·
1951 • • • • •
• • · • • 5
·
Unknown. •
• • • • • • 10
·
·
• • ·
1942 • •
•
1943 • •
1944 • • •
1945 •
• •
1946 • •
• •
1947 • •
• •
1948 • •
1949 •
•
1950 • • •
• •

Tot:g 1

,~O
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In Table X it is seen that of the 460 eligible children
305 are over ten years of age and 106 of these are between sixteen and the maximum.

Despite the 138 children added to the

grants since 1941, the previous statement regarding the overbala!lCe of older children is substantiated.
A further breakdown of' the number of children added to
the grant since 1941 indicated only forty-four of the 138 children were legitimate, the remaining ninety-four were born out of
wedlock.

One hundred fourteen were children of the grantee,

twenty-two were grandchildren of the grantee and two Were the
grandniece or grandnephew of the grantee.
'rhls completes the identification

181 cases of the study.

01'

the members in the

Chapter V will describe and interpret

the employment and economic factors in the families.

j

...
CHAPTER V
EMPLOYMENT LIID ECmWMIC FACTORS

The Grantee
Some concept of the

e~ployab11ity

of the grantees was

gained from the discussion of the reason children V/9re depc'i ved
of support..

However.. since employability is one of the means of'

the family's returning to the stat.• of self-reliance it shall be
fully reviewed in this

chapter~

The Cook County Welfare
policy regarding

.mployment.~

Depart~ent

has a very concise

In February 1946 1 t was enunciated

as followsl
At the time of application or after a grant has been
an incapacitated father 1s to be encouraged
~ obtain necessary medical treatment for the correction
of his incapacity_ He should be expected to accept as much
suitable employment as his incapacity allows. If he is
found to be able to accept regular full-time work 1n spite
of his incapacity and suitable work is available in the
community, the grant may be denied or cancelled.
An ADC grant may be den1ed or cancelled if the mother
1s physlc~lly able to work, is not needed in the home for
the care of the ch11dren and i£ suitable work 1s available
1n the co~nunity at a reasonable wage •.••• If a mothe~
who has been receiving a grant for her ohildren Is employable because the children no longe~ ne~~ aer full-time
care 1n the home and suItable employment bec~mes avaIlable,
ahe should be encouraged to ·take work. • • .~
3~thorized,

1 "A1d to Dependent Chlldren Bud~et Pollcy and Prooedure," Illinois Pub11c Aid CommiSSion, •••orandum 62,2.
"
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...

This pollcy may at first glanoe seem to vlo19te the
pronoiple underlying the ADO program, but the

Sf;lme

memorandum

further olarities that the age of the children 18 not the determlnlne: factor In consider1. ng the mother as available for employment 8inoe it i8 recognized that some adolescent children require
as much or more oare and supervision than some younger children.
Agency polioy a180 emphasizes that becausa the mother i8 found
to
,
be employable the grant is not nec •• sarlly cnncelled immediately.S

rl'he return of

th~

grantee to emplo}'ment when professionally aooom-

plished through the personal relationship

or

the worker and the

client in .. war that the "ClIent Is saved as far

8S

possible

!from the injurious effecta ot the experIence ot d.ependency and 11
~lven encouragement and st1mulat1on to Independanoe,"3 is both

the fulf1llment of one of the prinCiples underlying the Social
~ecurity

Act. that 1s giving the parent or relattve

Q

chance to

gain or reestablish oontrol over his atfairs, and the realIzation
of this goal through the ea.e work. techn1que.

As Gertrude Vaile

emphasizes "because the assumption back of the category 1s that
there Is a

p.~an.nt

ot long-time disability preventIng Independ-

ence. although the aid 1s based upon need, it tends to be reiiardod as

Ii

2
~.

~Ue

pension.f!

4

It is implied that the general agency

Ib1d.

3 Valle. "Fam1ly
FamilY, XXI, 2~a.
, Ibid. 2.53.

Cas~work

and Puhlic Assistance

Polio~·

41

.<

l'

...
policy on the question of whether a mother should seek employment
has been to consider each case on an individual basIs," admitting
there are some mothers who, emotionally as well as economically,
would best serve their families by working, and others by remaining at home."

5

Tables XII and XIII present a picture of the grantees'
employability and employment history in the cases studied.
TABLE XII
EMPLOYABILITY OF THE GRAl;TEE
IN 181 LONG ~'ERM ADC CASES

,Employable
Working • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2

Not Working
No Care Available
For Children • • • • • • • • • • 78
No V~ork Available •• • • • • • • 40
Delinquency of
Children • • • • • • • • • • • • 18
Not Employable
Physically Incapacitated. • • • • • 40
Mentally Incapacitated. • • • • ••

5

3

Bishop, "Employables in a Public Assistance Case

Load," 1'be Family, XXVI, 73.
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'l'ABLE XII
HISTO!« OF PAST EMPLOYI1!ENT OF THE GRANTEE
IN 181 LONG TEHM ADO CASES
~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 56

-KindProf

"~ss ional.

• • • • • • • • •

Industrial. • • • • • • • • • • 65
Service • • • • • • • • • • • • 57
Other Unskilled • • • • • • • •

o

Extent
Full Time • • • • • • • • • • • 89
Part Time • • • • • • • • • • • 37
'llhese tables show only the employment picture of the
grantee.

In seven cases, however, the granteefs spouse was in

the home.

Of these seven there were three cases in which the

incapacitated father was the grantee.

The mother in the first of

these three was herself phySically unable to accept employrr,ent.
The remaining two mothers were considered unemployable because
of their need to remain in the home to supervise the eligible
children.

In the fourth of the seven cases, the mother was the

grantee 'because the father of the eligible child was unemployable
due to total physical incapacity.

The sixth and seventh cases

were those 1n which there was a stepfather in the home, and in
one the stepfather was being assisted by veterants relief while

43

eekin£ work, whereas in the other no mention was made either of
is employability or employment hIstory though it was noted that
e was receiving general assistance.
Important in discussing the employment status of the
the current ADO award 1s the grantee's attitude toward
mployrnent, particularly if she 1s considered employable but
mable to find wo rk..

Accordingly, from the narrati va entries was

rawn the following table:
TABLE XIV

A'l"TI'l'UDS OFI GRANTEE TOWARD EMPLOYMENT

IN"181 LONG TERll ADC CASES

Attitude

1lumber of Cases

Not Applicable .. .. • • • •

..

..

132

Seeking Work • • • • • • • • •

•

41

Resistive. • • • • • •

•

8

Total ••

..

• •

• •

• • • • • • • • 181

The cases coded not applicable are those in which the
rantee 1s not considered as available for employment.

With the

xception of rosistive the remaining attitudes are self-explanaory.

In the eight cases coded as resistive it was impossible to

nelude them in another group as the active caseworker recorded
iscusslon of and apparent availability for employment but reistance on the part of the grantee.

O( those coded seeking work,

44
seven were doing

50

after apparent resistance.

Of the 132 coded

not applicable six were resistive to the worker's efforts to plan
with them for self support.

A total of twenty-one of the 181

cases studied, resisted employment.
In thirty-eight cases the grantee had some work hlstor7
since being known to ADC.
Because of the possible subjecti vi ty 1n inteI'preting
attitudes, it might do well to illustrate what was meant by the
term resistive when applied to the cases studied.
MI"s. A worked paIlt time doing general cleaning. Employ
ment has been discussed continually. Mrs. A. lives in the
home with parents and siblings. At first her mother was to
supervise the A. children, then the mother became ill. As
there was another sister who also received ADC, discussion
was made around one ADC mother working and the other supervising the children. Currently, aocordlng to Mrs. A. this
plan 18 not possible since, because of illness of her sister
she is supervising her own children, her siblings and her
sister's chlld. Oas8 #10.
Mrs. B. has one child who is fourteen, 1n full time
school attendance and for whom the record indicates no behavior
problems.
Mrs. B. was an agency Physical Incapacity case but was
removed from the PI list in December 1950. l'ha record gives
no -explanation unless she might be considered limited due
to frequent cl1nic attendance. Attends Chicago Health Depar Mont tor lues after which she plans to return to Women's and
Children's Hospital. She has a negative attitude toward
employment, conSistently resistinE any encouragement. Case
#18.

Mrs. F'. has five children in the home.

A twenty-one

r
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year old g1 rl is amplo:." ed and contributes.
gil~l

An eighteen year old

is no longer in the budget but is in sehool and has been

referred to the Chicago Welfare Department.

The three eligible

children range in age from eleven to fifteen and are in full-time
school attendance.

'l'he record mentions a good familial relation-

ship between mother and children, good housekeeping standards,
and no serious behavior problems.
Employment has been repeatedly discussed. Mrs. F.
states $he has limited education and skill. She feels she
would be phYSically unable to work and supervise her home
and children. She suffers with asthma and arthritis but is
not under medical care. C9.s6.#4'7.
The Ineligible Children
Some of the most significant questions prompted by the
study concer'n the children deleted from the ADO award and those
children related to the grantee but not as dependent children.
The relatively small number of children, deleted and
never in the grant, who as shown in Table IX completed either
elementary or high school and the long history of family dependency in the

ca~es

studied are factors which would not seem to con-

stitute an admirable preparatIon for assuming independence through
employment.

6

The caseworkerts task of preparing the children to

6 V~1.Ile, "i'i'amily Case Work and PU;JlIc Assistance
Po11cy," The F'pI1y, XXI, 252.
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assume their share of the responsibility of helpint the famil,.
toward self-maintenance is further hindered by the agency policy
of considering as available to meet the family's needs the total
earnings of the employed children in the home.
Jarle Leirfallom said tha.t "we are oreating a relief
mentality."

'1

In understanding the soope of her job and clarify-

ing her own feelings about such aocusations the oaseworker should
come to know the dIfference between psychological dependenoy and
eoonomic dependenoy.

She should understand how psycholoeical

dependency comes about and recognize that the soclal worker does
not create the situations whioh make for human need.

Then througt

the casework technique she should aim at bu1.1dlng and helping the
client exeroise his self-dependence.

8

Tables XV through XVII show the basic characteristios
of these ineligible children as related to their employabIlity.
The sparclty of information available regarding the
ineligible children affects the validity of conolusions that couU
be drawn from the immediately precedIng tables.

Table XV indi-

cates a total of seventy-five children about whose emelolabilitz
nothIng was known.

This as well as a similarly large number of

7 Jarle Lelrfallom, "Public Welfare Vista-Tomorrow,"
Illinois Public Aid Commission, Springfield, November, 194J, 4.
8 Helen Perlman, "Are We Creating Dependency," Illinois
Public Aid Commission, Springfield, July, 1951, 1-6.
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...
children in the study whose emploYment hlstocr was obscure, must
certainly have some relationship to the number of those known to
be employed.
In Table XVI the very small number of children in both
groups who have themselves become dependent on public assistance
is very signifioant as it relates to the question of creating
dependency.

That there w'as a measure of adequacy and dependa.bi-

lity in the agency's helpinc services whereby the floor of security was steadied

9

through the authorization of ADO would seem to

be borne out by the facts shown in Table XVI.
The data shown in Table XVII would seem to point up the
failure 01.' the ineligible ch'ldren to assume their responsibility
toward assisting in the familyts support.

Whether the failure

was due to the breakdown of casework skills or was the result of
the children's yea.rs of li vine; in a constant state of deprivation
of many things that make a childhood healthy and happy, is unknown.
The number of children who are contributing toward the
tramily's support· is so small when compared to the total number d
ineligible children as to be almost negligible.
the total number of

ineli€~ible

In addition. of

children 213 have left the home of

the grantee while only sixty-three have remained.

The forty-one

Bishop, ffEmployables in a Public Assistance Case Load,"
[the }<'amily, XXVI, 72.
9
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TAf:LE XV
EMPLOYABILITY A1'rJ) IIISI).'CHY O,?
OF 'rHE

of Ch11dren
Deleted Neve~
t~o.

Employabil1ty

,LMPLOY1,rE~~'1'

INELIGIBLe; CHILDREN KNOWN TO 181
LONO TERll ADC CASES

History

No. of Children
DeTeted 1~ever In

iBmployable
'Norking

56

23

~ot

49

3

49

13

Serve

9

1

Prof.

2

1

Other

2

-

Kind

Not Working
No Work

28

2

no Care
for Child.

27

5

Delinq.
of Child.

None

-

-

Ind.

Extent

Employable
25

18

Full T.

50

18

School

8

-

Part T.

13

-

Phys. Incap.

5

S

48

58

Ment. Incap.

2

2

35

40

186

98

Inapplicable

~nknown
I--

Totals

Unknown

...
'1' ABLE XVI
f;OCIAJ.. STNrUS
?:'NO'NN TO

181

H,:,~LIaIr~;:,1: CnIW!{bN
LeLa TEBJ;i ADC CASES

(j}'

StlltU8

Numhe.r
Deleted

or

Children
:Nevar In

------------------------------~.------------_4---------------63
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55

25

ADC

18

10

General HGl:tef

10

:3

Vet;erans Relief'

2

Blind Assistance

1

Public Assistance

Dise.bl11ty Assistance
Unknown

1

-

20

______
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TABL;': XVI I

PARTICIPATION OF' r~H~LIGIBLE CHILDREN
IN FAMILY SUPPOR'!' IN 181 LONG TI<~RM
ADC CASES

Participation

Contributing
Not
Inapplicable

Number of Children

17

o

157

79

22

19

children for whom information regardine participation 1n family
support

wt~s

the grant

OJ:"

inapplIcable were children who had been deleted from

were out of the home but were not of an age to be

considered employable or responsible relatives.
Examples of the vs.rying attitudes toward employment are

ll1u.fIltrated in the followine case narra.tives.
Mr. H. is grantee because of physical incapacity. His
wife and a seventeen year old daughter comprise the household., two older g1rls, formerly on ADC being employed and
out of the home. Th9 family had been known to eHA since 1933,
the only eligible child since birth.
In lS42 J'4r. R. was referred by CliD and. was employed at
Il11nois Industries for the Blind, earning $6-$7 weekly.
Con.tact with employer revealed he was lazy and fresh, boastec
to fellow employees that he could always return to the job
if pressure was exerted by CWD_ It was possible for him to
have earned $.16.00 weakly.
The children assisted untIl their marria.ge, though they
would never permit contact with employers, one stat1ng it
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...
mieht jeopardize her job and the other stating she was
ashamed of familyts dependence on Public Assistance.
Parente were disturbed at one time when second child
planned to attend college as it would. mean her inabl11t1 to
contribute toward the familyts support. Case #122.
Mrs. Cta children have worked irregularly and have been
unwilling to contribute. At one time had talked with worker
auout their poverty, poor lIvine conditions due to inadequacy ot public aSSi&tance
Case #31.
Sam .has worked part t l me and both he and his mother
complaIned regarding the Injustice of his contributlne 80
muoh to the family_ Sam's comment was that he would be working for the agency not hi~elf. He did contribute according
to agencl pol.icy_

...

CASEWORK IMPLICAoTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the study there would seem to be some
persons receiving ADC who are W!l8,t Helen Perlman has termed,
"both economif:ally and psychologically dependent. rt

1

The valid-

ity of the pr'ogram cannot, however, be negated because of that
fact.

Nor' can it be considered that the group of cases studied

is "the -'"'""hard core
........;;;..;. of permanently dependent persons who would always ~)e a public charge. U 2 Some fa.milies bocame self-rlaintalning
even during the brief period in which the study was in process.
Some grantees were resistive to employment but a greater number
were actively seeking wOl"k.

Others had worked intermittently

since their contact with ADO.
ha.d

eompl~)ted

Some children in the study group

high school, married er become emplo:red and were

leading normal, well-rounded lives in the community.
as:~'Jumed

It can be

that the receipt of ADC was at least one of the factors

which n'lade that possible.

Other children withdrew from school,

------Perlman,

1
"Are We Creating Dependency," Illinois
Public Aid Cotmilssion, July, 1951, 3.

2

b.l.shop, ItEmployablea in a Public Assistance Case

Load,n The Familz, XXVI, 67.
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some rmde poor social adjustments but the same situation holds
true for the entire population.
A review of various factors in social adjustt'lEmt wou.ld

indicate that with exception of the frequency of contact with
other Rocial agencies problematic behavior 113 not a
aejjunct to these cases.

.

n~}cessary

In reviewing the narratives of each case

it was found that in only twenty-four cases were there evidences
of behavior problems for children currently 1n the grant; in fort,1three cases there were evidences of behavior problems of children
deleted from the grant, 1n the remaIning 114 records no problems
were mentioned.
Hegard.ing the dependency of relatiV9s of the grantee,
in two calu,a the parents of the grantee were known to a public
assistance agency; in twelve cases relatives other than parent
and children were known to another public aS3istance agency; in
fifteen cases there was mention of agency contact but the person
lWas

not 8.otually related to the 8l"'antee: and :!.n 142 oases there

was

no e·vid.ence of contact.

On th.e issue of juvenile delinquency, in eight oases
~here was

h:tstory of truancy, in three there was institutional1 ...

zat:;.on, 1n thir·ty-s::tx, involver,;ent in a delinquency hearing, and
in 133 no

evld(~nce

1n the record.

Hegarding the history of criminal offense there were
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nineteen cases 1n which convictions were known. six in which
there was evidence of criminal offense but no conviction, four
cases were not applicable

a~d

1n 152 there was no evidence in

the record.
Only with regSI'd to contact with other agenc::.es did the

number appea.r disproportionate:

Forty-one cases were known to

Juvenile Court, sixty-five to a rtHJdical c11nic or agency, twentysix to a psychiatriC agency, thirty-nine to Municipal Court, two
to Legal Aid and one to the Arne:'"'ican Red Cross.

Twenty-three

oases were known to two outside agencies and fifteen cases were
known to

th~ee

outside agencies.

The extent of other agency contact is not surprising
when it is realized that usually one social agency 1s responsible
for referral to another and also that these are the 111, the deprived, the deserted.
That the public assistance agency has a social work
function 1s exemplified in the t\',o following n'l1rratives.
In the case of Mrs. B. the husband and father was killed

In e,n accident. iilrs. B. was unsble to accept the retardation
of her three children. The Bureau of Child study tested P,
at IQ. of 613, R. at IQ of 49. 5, at IQ. of' 33. The mother too
app-enred to be dull and reta.rded. She gave them very good

car. but it was felt institutionallzation for all three would

be the end plan. B. is currently at Dixon State. ir~rs. b.
is t:,onsldered un8l.iployable because of the needs of her re-

tarded children.
Case #27.
Mrs.

CiS

H. is employed by Goodwill Industries.

attitude toward the agency has always been

..

antagonistic.. She felt vl.slts and interviews by the 'worker
an impOSition. Conversations, attitude and discrepancies
would indioate p08Aible emotional upset. Eax'l,. in contact
she had not informed her children of ADC, apparently out of
pride. She stated her fr1ends were professional people whom
she did not wish made aware of her rellef status.
Vldest daughter was a member of the honor society, attended QTC, wor'ked part time in the school library. Oldest
son ~elped friend of moth~r's in return for funds for Junior
College, reportedly won an a.rt scholarship. On achool verification form of youngest son was the comment th,'lt he was a
good, reliable boy--another justification of the ADC program.
Case cancell,ed in October 1951 as youngest child completed
high school. Case #24.
These two eases at polar extremes in regard to educational achi1avement and intellectual endowment, with the measure
of economic" seouri ty afforded by ADC and apparent parental adequacy, resulted in satisfactory personal and social adjustment.
Though not intended as a justification of the program since two
cases would not 8ufticefor that purpose, the above examples indicate the goals possible of achievement in the public assistance
agency with the combination of casework services, basically selfdirecting clIents, and a measure of economic security.
But that at aome level this function was faulty 1s
evidenee'd by the following excerpt:
John,' s disorder seen1oushal"'ply connected with economic
lnsecuri ty. His mother explained he had in 10)50 come in
• • • wildly happy. • • • He said 'Mother', \'Va don t t have to
wor:t'y about money any more, I have just had a vision and the
Lord has told me that everything is free. We don't have to
pay for it." Subsequently would take articles from the
bakel"Y, the druggist for whiah krs. S. later paid.
Following release from Chicago State Hospital he is

...
a satisfactory adjustment in his tre&tment • • • however, his ereatest an.i'{.iety is over the minimal farr:ily lncame
and his mother's poor health. Case #131.

li~e.kinr::

Of all the discussions on the caseworker's role in the
C ol~don

PuhJic

!familton

concisely

most

sum-

rnarlzes it as follows:
desp! te certain liml tatlon~ the casework concepts of st1;cdy ..
diagnosis and treatlnont are the same whether under public or
:H'lvata fn'tspicos, th.u )rofessional SUbjf1ct matter fundamentally identical. C6.s61Jorkers in publicagenc!.es, just as
in private agencies, must be adequately trained in order to
r·ecor;nize the more usual symptoms of versonali ty disor'der,
not bacause they will be called upon to treat this directly,
but because they should not let thel!lsel~es be naively drawn

into Impossible therapeuttc activitles.'

She adds that the "particularization of the relief situation by

budget, by understanding the applicant, by ellciting strengths

and by putting the cl1ent in touch with community resources is
~ot

only appropr1ate, but essential."

4

A strict evaluation of the casework

1s not within the realm of this stu(ly.

t~eatment

process

The writer was originally

of the opinion that there had bef.m a basic change in the agency' 8

tpolicy regarding the emplo;,rment of mothers It

of tho study, howevor, th.is iderl

W~la

Upon the completion

dispelled.

Throu,chout most

"r·o.

:3
'f~ork,

Gordon Ham1lton, rrheorl and Practiqe of 30c.1.8.l CasC!

.Liew York, 1940, 263-254.

4

Ibid., 267.
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...
:record~

the caseworker conu5ster:tly eva.luated and planned with

the client, on an ludi. v~dual '08.313, regarding orr:;;>loymont or future
plannin[:~

towarc~

self-ma.intenance for the fe.rrJ.ly.

lir11 tat ions of the

l~ubllc aSD

Sacause of the

istar:ce case records it would be

d='fficr:lt to state t.hat the omissions represent lapses in the
,

quali ty of service Ci ven.

r:L'h.Ol'6

were instances In whIch tho

lim--

ter felt that eneurises ll maternal over-protection and other earl,.
symptoms of neuroses were overlooked.

In one case there was no
\

follow-up on a. Grantee who displayed symptoms of schizophrenia.

IAt tho time of the last entry, hovember 1951, she had been arrested on the charge of' soliciting.

Her fifteen year old daugh-

ter was P;<'Etgnant and also displayinC behavior indicative of mental confusion or disorder ...

7,'hE.' schedule lndicfltf?s that information was gathered
regarding the kind and number of aeonc,. contacta.

However, three

cf tho di3trict offices were field work placemonts for two schools
oi' social work and some of 'the cnses of the st",:mple had been han-

rllt}d by :.;It'.ldent workers able to v lsi t frequently and under close

supervision.

It was, thorefore, impossible to correlate the

extant of' contEt.ct to the ser}.ousness

ot the pro

the1'llml1y or to the success of treatment.
cases 01' olwiotls

;)1~oblamatic

f

'i1em

presented by

In all instf;nces of

behavior or extrema need, referrals

were n'!ade to agenCies functionally equipped to give service.

It
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...
would Jenerally hold that in t.he CQses studied, agency cooperation was o-"naficlal to the client.

...
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ILDREN - STl1])Y OF

- ...,....

SOCIAL HISTORY AND CHAPACTERISTICS

o
Race
-------

ISS

-

Sex

A. White
B. Negro
C. Other

-------

Source
A. M

B.

~

C. G
D. C

-.
Employment

Social Status
History

No

Kind Extent

None

Empl.

p. Asst.

Contrib.

Not

(1')

(e)

(d)

Mar:riecl

Participation
in Family
Support

-

"

~

"

-~

,I

;
~<--,
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